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running anxiety management groups should further reduce the
prescribing of sedatives and tranquillizers.
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Ian McWhinney's first book An introduction to family medicine
has long been the bench mark for books about general practice
or family medicine. A textbook offamily medicine expands and
updates this material and could be taken as the definitive descrip-
tion of the discipline of general practice. The 10 chapters in the
first part 'Basic principles' are the most rigorous description of
the underlying philosophy, scientific discipline, and practical ap-
plication yet published. They constitute the 'grounded theory'
of our discipline and could and should be used to refute the
arguments, explicit or implicit, used by the medical educational
establishment to denigrate and marginalize general practice. In-
deed, most specialties would do well to be able to marshal an
equally formidable statement of basic principles.

Because of the weight of argument, this book is not easy
reading. In particular the chapter on clinical method with its
mathematical approach to diagnostic certainty, might seem a
long way away from the diagnoses and decisions that have to
be made in a Monday morning surgery. However, this should
go far to relieving the chronic inferiority complex of general prac-
titioners who often denigrate their own quite rigorous problem
solving approach by saying that they 'cut corners' McWhinney

has validated the thinking general practitioner's approach to
diagnosis and decision making.

Interestingly in his introduction McWhinney says that he
started to write a second edition of An introduction to family
medicine but it required so much change that he decided to give
it a new title and he says that 'calling it The essentials offamily
medicine also reflected my feeling that the book was no longer
an introduction to the subject'. One has to ask why then it is
entitled A textbook offamily medicine, and indeed, herein lies
its weakness. A textbook is by definition a reference book to
which one goes for the definitive description of phenomena and
their management. One does not read a textbook from cover
to cover. Equally, a textbook is expected to give equal weight
to every subject within its remit. This is not a textbook and it
should be read through. The chapters on clinical problems are,
as McWhinney points out, chosen to show the application of
the principles enunciated in the first part, but they are neither
definitive in their range nor in the depth to which each topic
is covered. The three problems presented are sore throat,
headache and fatigue. Dizziness, weight loss, and menstrual ir-
regularity have been less written about and would have been
equally good carriers for the basic principles. Similarly the two
diseases described, diabetes and hypertension, must be two of
the most written about conditions dealt with in general prac-
tice and it would have been refreshing to have the principles ap-
plied to the less well defined problems of arthritis, chronic lung
disease and peptic ulceration.

Nevertheless this book is required reading for any general prac-
titioner, whether at the beginning of his or her career or well
established, who wants to think about what he or she is doing.
It is lucid, logical and penetrating. It is food for thought but
also comfort for those who feel themselves out-gunned by the
exponents of the quick technological fix.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE
THORPENESS, SUFFOLK

Ranch-type warm BUNGALOW with sea view, and quiet sheltered garden.
Full double-glazing and many built-in cupboards. Lounge, large with dining-
recess, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, sunny kitchen, utility room. Gas central
heating. Double garage. Rare opportunity - £190,000. Near two golf clubs,
sailing, music festival, Minsmere.

For detailed brochure: Telephone - Tuohy, Aldebrugh 10728) 452066.

TRAINEE REQUIRED
BLACKBURN, LANCS

Trainee vacancy starting 1st August 1990 in friendly 3 doctor prac-
tice close to the Lake District and Yorkshire Dales. Based in modern
health centre with excellent facilities and library, also branch
surgery in Ribble Valley.

Practice Manager, Practice Nurse, active RH.C.T. and Genisyst
Computer. Full day release at Blackburn. Rota 1-11. We run health
promotion, child surveillance, ante-natal, hypertension and diabetic
clinics. Research and audit are encouraged.

Apply in writing with CV and two referees to Dr M Hardman Lea,
Montague Health Centre, Oakenhurst Road, Blackburn, Lancs.

LOTHIAN HEALTH BOARD

GENERAL PRACTICE ADVISER
G M P (94)

Scottish Medicines Resource Centre
Initially based at Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh

A GP is required for one session per week to join the staff of
a new Department which will be distributing Drug Information
Bulletins to GPs throughout Scotland and will act as a co-
ordinating centre for activities promoting rational prescribing.
The post is largely advisory with a view to ensuring that the
Centre's activities are relevant to the needs of practicing GPs.
This offers a unique opportunity to co-operate with a team of
Pharmacists in offering constructive advice on prescribing.

The Centre is situated in the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh. Job
Description is available from the Personnel Department, Royal
Infirmary of Edinburgh, 1 Lauriston Place, Edinburgh EH3 9YW,
to whom completed CV with the names and addresses of two
referees should be sent to Mr R C Clark, Director, SMRC, c/o
Personnel Department or telephone 031 229 2477, ext. 4639
for an informal discussion. Closing date 21st May 1990.
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